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Andros Introduction

Who we are & 
What we love do

5

Advocate for the User.

Design for the business.

CreateApe is a creative digital agency offering

Mision

comprehensive solutions to your most pressing problems.

CreateApe wants to help brands create meaningful

With over 20+ years in the UX/UI design space, we know how

connections with their target users. We elevate the User’s

to elevate your user’s experience. And to translate that into

Experience while protecting business objetives and

real metrics you can actually see: More Clients & Bigger

promoting the values of our clients. 

Sales.


Our passionate experts are leaders in their field, covering
everything from digital strategy to development. We aim to
provide our clients with unparalleled personalized solutionbased service. Our commitment is to do that with a smile.

Vision
CreateApe is more than a vendor, we are partners in our
clients’ success. We are a small boutique UX/UI agency with
a vision for personalized service, and meaningful client
relationships. 

Andros

Introduction

What is this
evaluation?
We will look under the hood of your digital product and
make sure it is aligned with your business objectives. 



5

Research + Discovery
Data and Metrics Evaluation
Site Speed Scor
Google Analytic
Hotjar

Low Hanging Fruit
What are the quick wins
What smaller scale improvements can be made on
both development and design?

The goal for this evaluation is to highlight the key areas
were improvement needs to be made, estimate
required resources as well as timelines and overall
budget.

Website Evaluation
Sitemap
UserFlow
Accesibility Compliance

Brand Evaluation
Logo, Color Palette, Imagery and Typograph
Overall Messaging and Cop
User Personas / Target Audience

Full Project Estimate
What are the core estimates for the larger end to end
redesign
What is the estimated timeline?

Next Steps
eview next steps, etc.

R

Andros Introduction

What is the benefit of
this evaluation?
Understand your business
The purpose of this evaluation is meant to align
the company’s business objectives with the
consumer needs, while building technical
capabilities that support them both.

Gain clarity and focus
It also helps to manage the team’s attention and
resources by keeping them focused on solving the
right problems for target users.

Increase your sales
Ultimately, the goal is to impact business both
directly and indirectly, increasing conversion and
bulding the foundation for future expansion.

5

Improved 

User Experience

U AT I O N
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Stakeholder 

Interviews

Andros

“It’s a mess right
now and we know
it’s a mess”
Internal stakeholder

A n d r o s S t a ke h o l d e r I n t e r v i e w s

5

Internal Interviews

user interviews

70%

We conducted interviews to stakeholders inside and outside of
the company to test for usability, information architecture,
workflows and overall performance.

Would like a easier way to access
reports and important assets.

user interviews

90%
Feel that the website is difficult to
navigate and overloaded with
information.

user interviews

37%
Only visit the site via mobile devices.

Andros 2022
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Sitemap

Andros

Sitemap

Homepage
Introductio
How we can help men
Services Overvie
Proces
Target Audienc
Demo Reques
Footer + Newsletter

What we do

Network Developmen
CTA - See How It Work
Credentialin
CTA - Learn Mor
Operational Efficienc
CTA - Learn Mor
Provider Porta
CTA - Schedule Dem
Form - To ask for more info

Who we help

Network
Development

Credentialing

Credentialing API

Introductio
Health Plan
CTA - Learn Mor
State & Federal
Government
Telehealt
Provider Organization
Form - To ask for more info

About Us

Network
Development

Health Plan
This page is currently missing
and it only leads back to a
section to the Who We Help
main page.

Proces
Form - To ask for more info

Our Stor
Our Cultur
The Tea
CTA - Visit Career Page

Introductio
Resource
Featured One-Pager
Featured Press Release
Featured Blog Post
Form - To ask for more info

Our Culture

Operational
Efficiency
Network Development

Resources

Network
Development

Introduction + CTA - Apply
No
Propositions + CTA - Learn
Mor
Andros Value
Andros Benefit
Andros Perk
CTA - Learn More

Career Page

Read Bio

Contact Us
One-Pagers

Open PDFs in a
new tab

androsPress (Press
Releases)

Open article

androsInsights
(Blog)

Open article

androsVideos

Watch video or
open it on Youtube

Phone Numbe
Addres
Form - To ask for more info

Get a Demo

It always scrolls at the bottom of
any page the user is on, where
the form is.

androsInsights (Blog)

Credentialing
Introductio
Get the deets on our API CT
Unique Selling Point
Process (Visual Approach
Form - To ask for more info

State & Federal Governments

Credentialing API

This page is currently missing
and it only leads back to a
section to the Who We Help
main page.

Telehealth

Credentialing API
Introductio
Copy + CTA - Learn mor
Copy + USP + CTA Download Fact Shee
Form - To ask for more info

Innovation in
credentialing PDF
Both CTAs, even
though they have
different copy, they
lead to the same PDF

This page is currently missing
and it only leads back to a
section to the Who We Help
main page.

Provider Organizations
Network Approval
Management
Copy + CTA - Speak with an
Exper
How it work
Unique Selling Point
Form - To ask for more info

CTA is broken

This page is currently missing
and it only leads back to a
section to the Who We Help
main page.

Introductio
Articles

Career Page
Open Position
CTA - Learn More

Open article

Our Culture
One-Pagers

Introductio
New & Feature
Library

Open PDFs in a
new tab

androsPress (Press Releases)

Introductio
New & Feature
Library

Open article

androsVideos

Introductio
Videos

Watch video or
open it on Youtube

Operational Efficiency

Introductio
Copy + US
Form - To ask for more info

Network Monitoring
Introductio
Process (Visual Approach Vertical
Copy (Benefits
Form - To ask for more info

Legend

Provider Portal
This page is currently missing
and it only leads back to a
section to the What We Do main
page

All the features of the

Main Pages/Categories

Homepage

Primary Page
Sub Page

Medicare Direct Contracting
Cop
Copy + CTA - Let’s talk DCE
Form - To ask for more info

External Page

Andros

Sitemap

Homepage
Introductio
‘How we can help’ men
Services Overview divided
into industrie
CTA - Request a Demo +
For
Footer + Newsletter

Industries

Services
Introductio
Overview of all the services
divided into different
industrie
CTA - Scedule a Dem
CTA Form - Ask for more
info

Resources

About Us

Introductio
Overview of all the
industries that are covered
by Andros’ service
Testimonial
CTA - Learn More

Introductio
Resource
Featured One-Pager
Featured Press Release
Featured Blog Post
Form - To ask for more info

Our Stor
Our Cultur
The Tea
CTA - Visit Career Page

Career Page
Network
Introduction for every
Network services offere
Selection of the type of
servic
CTA - Learn More

Network Development
Introduction (Unique Selling
Points
Process (How it Works
Testimonial
CTA - Schedule a Demo
Network Approval
Management
Introduction (Unique Selling
Points
Process (How it Works
Testimonial
CTA - Schedule a Demo

Network Monitoring
Introduction (Unique Selling
Points
Process (How it Works
Testimonial
CTA - Schedule a Demo

Health Plan
Introductio
List of Services offered for
this industr
CTA - Learn More

Every services’ CTA would lead
to that service’s page

Service

Introduction for every
Credentialing services
offere
Selection of the type of
servic
CTA - Learn More

Credentialing
Introduction (Unique Selling
Points
Process (How it Works
Testimonial
CTA - Schedule a Demo

Credentialing API
Introduction (Unique Selling
Points
Process (How it Works
Testimonial
CTA - Schedule a Demo

androsPress (Press
Releases)

Open article

androsInsights
(Blog)

Open article

androsVideos

Watch video or
open it on Youtube

Phone Numbe
Addres
Form - To ask for more info

Andros’ Unique Selling
Point
Form - Request A Demo

androsInsights (Blog)

State & Federal Governments

Introductio
Articles

Open article

One-Pagers

Service

Introductio
New & Feature
Library

Open PDFs in a
new tab

Every services’ CTA would lead
to that service’s page
androsPress (Press Releases)

Telehealth
Credentialing

Open positions
page

One-Pagers

Open PDFs in a
new tab

Request a Demo

Service
Service

Introductio
List of Services offered for
this industr
CTA - Learn More

Andros Value
Andros Benefit
Andros Perk
CTA - See Open Positions

Contact Us

Introductio
List of Services offered for
this industr
CTA - Learn More

Introductio
New & Feature
Library

Open article

Service
androsVideos

Every services’ CTA would lead
to that service’s page

Introductio
Videos

Watch video or
open it on Youtube

Provider Organizations
Introductio
List of Services offered for
this industr
CTA - Learn More

Service

Every services’ CTA would lead
to that service’s page
Operational Efficiency
Introduction (Unique Selling
Points
Process (How it Works
Testimonial
CTA - Schedule a Demo

Provider Portal
Introduction (Unique Selling
Points
Process (How it Works
Testimonial
CTA - Schedule a Demo

Medicare Direct Contracting
Introduction (Unique Selling
Points
Process (How it Works
Testimonial
CTA - Schedule a Demo

Legend
Main Pages/Categories
Primary Page
Sub Page
External Page
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Analytics

Andros Analytics

5

User Overview
1

Short Session Time

Users are not spending a lot of time on the page. We can keep
them engaged by focusing on content more relevant to them.
We can also provide them with more value, in the form of
resources and useful information, to keep them engaged and
have a higher chance of converting because they are spending
more time on site.
2

High Bounce Rate

The bounce rate is high for the site. This means that users are
not finding what they need fast enough and are leaving the site
before interacting. It needs to be working on retaining users by
optimising page speed, optimising for relevance, providing
strong CTAs and optimising for mobile and clear navigation. We
should focus on providing them more value so that they spend
more time on the site converting.

Andros

Jungleguide
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A n a ly t i c s

Location Stats

Andros Analytics

5

Location Stats
1

Country Focus
The main flow of users come from the U.S, followed by Canada
and India. The other countries bring a minimum amount of users
to the website.

2

Region Focus
The majority of users are from California. The next is New York
State, followed by Texas and Virginia.

2

City Focus
The majority of users from California are located in Los Angeles
and San Jose. While users from the State of New York come
primarly from New York City.

2

Opportunities
There is great potential to improve the site’s reach in San
Francisco. This is a major tech market that is not being accessed
as much as the other big players. The same goes for Austin,
Texas. There is a large tech scene there that is not being
accessed as much as New York at present.

Andros Analytics

5

Device Usage
1

Balanced Use
57.3% of the users visit the website from a desktop while 40.8%
are mobile users. These are reletively balanced amount of users
on both devices. This means we need to ensure a great
experience across all possible devices.

2

Tablet Opportunity
The amount of users on tablet is rising steadily (129.7% rise over
this period) and we should expect this number to increase over
time. This means that we must make sure that our tablet UX
remains strong and optimised.

Andros

Analytics
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Screen Resolutions
1

Popular Sizes
The majority of users are using a 800x600 resolution. The next
largest set is for the 1920x1080 (high-res) range of users. This is
followed by the 1440x900 range. Other resolutions take up a
minority of the screen resolutions.

2

Opportunities
Ensuring that the most-popular resolutions are responsive,
conversion-centric and easy to use will result in a positive
experience for the majority of your users. We can use this data to
inform which screen resolutions must be prioritised for usability.

Andros Analytics
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Audience Interests
1

Relevant Categories
The majority of users are considered value shoppers, while the
third top category is business professionals. 

Overall the main categories span from Banking & Finance,
Technology to News & Politics which means that the current
online presence is indeed interested in the company’s services.

2

Arts and Entertainment are High
Arts and entertainment rank high on the categories that users
are interested in. This could be an opportunity to increase focus
on potential projects in that niche to cater to your users.

3

In-Market Segment
Employment and Career Consulting Services related users are
highest, followed by other business services related users. This
means the site is already focusing on the right kind of users.
However, it could still be improved by increasing our efforts on
targeting a specific market that is also relevant to conversions.

Andros Analytics

Channel Traffic
1

Direct Search
There is a majority of traffic coming from Direct search. This is
ideal, because it means users already know the company and
are able to search for it directly by typing its website.

2

Paid Search Opportunity
The traffic that comes from the Paid Ads is considerably high
making up 20.4% of total visits, however, it has a bounce rate of
83% which is on the high side. On the other hand, this channel is
also the one that has the highest conversion rate, which means
that there is the opportunity of designing more engaging
landing pages to lower the bounce rate and get an even higher
conversion rate.

3

High Bounce Rate
The bounce rate is pretty high overall. It is advised to focus on
increasing the website’s value and engagement so that users
spend more time when visiting it.

4

Low Conversion Rate
The conversion rate is dramatically low. However, by increasing
the overall website’s engagement, thus the bounce rate, we
could obtain a higher conversion rate throughout the website.

5
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Navigation
1

Homepage is the Most Popular
The homepage is incredibly popular, which is a positive thing per se, although that also means that the
majority of users stop visiting the website after this section. That might be due to the low engagement it
currently has. Increasing the engagement of the homepage, would be beneficial for the entire website
because users would start taking action and visiting the other pages as well.

2

‘About’ is Popular
The other most visited page is the About page. This means that users are interested in reading about
Andros and get to know the company a bit better. We should keep this in consideration and include a
snippet of this section on the homepage so that it creates even more engagement.


Although the bounce rate of this page is quite high, the average session time is almost the same as the time
spent on the homepage, which, again, indicates that users are indeed interested in what they are reading.
However, the lack of a strong CTA that could lead to a conversion is currently missing - the current CTA
leads to the Careers page - which might help to create more engagement.

3

Homepage Session Time
The homepage has a long session time. This tells us that users are spending a good amount of time on the
page. Unfortunately, the high bounce rate compared with good session times tells us that users are
spending time on the page but not clicking through. 


We should provide more value statements and stronger CTAs in order to convert these good session times
into movement through the site. Adding these will have great results, as our session time is already capable
of promoting a good conversion rate.

Andros Analytics
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Popular Pages
1

Homepage
The homepage is the most popular page among the users. The
ads are also driving traffic to it as it can be noticed in the second
and third row.

2

Bounce Rate High Overall
The bounce rate is overall relatively high, even though they are
receiving decent traffic. Focusing on value for the user and
strong CTA's will help users engage with the site and spend more
time interacting. We can focus efforts on these popular pages to
maximise the potential results.

Andros Analytics

5

Page Speed
1

Needs Improvements

Pages speed needs to be improved. The average time to load
them is around 3 seconds, which is a considerable amount of
time for a user to wait for a page to load. The speed can also be
connected to the high bounce rates: users want to obtain
information in the fastest way possible and, by encountering this
problem they might feel not interested enough to check the rest
of the website. We must focus on optimising this to improve the
results of the site greatly.
2

Focus on High Traffic Pages

The homepage is the most visited page, although is also one of
the slowest one to load. Thus, we should be focusing on
improving its speed. Users are interested in visiting it, but they
also might be discouraged when loading time is too long.

Andros Analytics

5

Conversions
1

0 Goal Conversion Rate

There is a zero conversion rate for our goals of converting users
on our targets. We must focus on improving this goal conversion
rate as this indicates that we are not reaching our conversion
goals in an effective manner.


Thus, we should focus on these goals, setting them up properly
so that the entire optimisation of the process will result in
increased conversions across the website.
2

Goal Opportunity

Setting up goals is a great way to track conversions across the
site. We should focus on creating conversion-centric goals so
that we can effectively track how the site is converting.

Andros Jungleguide
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Converters vs Non-Converters
1

Session Duration Increases Conversion

It can be noticed how the majority of users that have converted are old visitors,
even if it is only by a slight difference. 

Generally, the converted users have a longer average duration per session and a
low bounce rate. 


This means that some users find indeed what they are looking for, however, the site
should provide more value to all users in order to improve conversions in that user
group. This can be done through improved info-consumption, resources, and
strong CTAs to guide them through conversion funnels.
2

Low Conversion Rate

There is a large difference between the number of converters compared to the
number of non-converters. As discussed on the previous page - we must figure out
the conversion funnels, optimise for these and track them effectively in order to
improve this ratio substantially.

Andros Analytics

5

Bounced Users
1

High Bounce Rate

The bounce rate is considerably high, scoring 75.97% of all users.
As it has been mentioned before, we need to show more relevant
information on the homepage and improving the website speed
in order to improve the overall engagement.

Andros Analytics

5

New and Returning Users
1

More New Than Returning

Your site welcomes new users more often than returning ones. This shows us that
we must focus on making the initial point of entry as engaging as possible for users
that have never visited the site before.
2

Higher Bounce Rate and Lower Session Time
for New Users

Returning users spend more time and also have a lower bounce rate. We should
focus on making a great new-user experience to increase the chances that the user
will return.

Andros 2022
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Jose Williams
Bio
Jose has been working for with Andros for 5 years as a Technical Consultant. His primary goal at the
company is making sure that his clients have access to the latest software updates.

“I like to stick to what I know,

but I am not opposed to learning”

Age

41

Job title
Status
Location

Practical

Frustrations

Manage time efficientl

Inefficient communicatio

Reduce error

Inability to go on-sit

Handle information efficiently

Uncertainty about a new workflow

Technical Consultant
Married
Madison, Wisconsin

Character
Easy going

Goals

I

L

IT & INTERNET

HEA THCARE

Software

ME ICA Software

Organized
Problem-solver

NDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE

TECH SKILLS

D

L
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Laura Hawkins
Bio
Jose has been working for with Andros for 10 years as a Technical Consultant. His primary goal at the
company is making sure that his clients have access to the latest software updates.

“I like to stick to what I know,

but I am not opposed to learning”

Age

45

Job title
Status
Location

Practical

Frustrations

Feeling in contro

Inefficient communicatio

Handling her time efficientl

Disorganization in the process and documentatio

Reduce errors

Uncertainty about a new workflow

Technical Cosultant
In a relationship
Fresno, California

Character
Realistic

Goals

TECH SKILLS

IT & INTERNET

HEALTHCARE

Software

MEDICAL Software

Conventional
Organized

INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE
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Website Evaluation Design Overview

Category

Category

Category

Category

UX Design

UI Design

Imagery

Code

Action Items

Action Items

Action Items

Action Items

01. Navigation Bar

01. Forms

01. Look & Feel

01. Code quality  



02. Organize Sitemap

02. CTAs & Buttons

02. Site speed  



03. Blog Section

03. Charts

03. Platform integrity  



04. Homepage - Hero Section

04. Look & Feel

04. Ease of flexibility

05. Pages Length
05. Consistency
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6.1

W e b s i t e e va l u at i o n

UX Design

Andros Website evaluation

UX Design
Navigation Bar

The Navigation bar is currently too complicated - we could condense some of the different sections
together such as Credentialing and Credentialing API so that it is cleaner and it offers a better user
experience by having all the sections organized in a more efficient way
The Navigation Bar should highlight the category that has been selected so that users always know
which category they are looking at
Some elements in the Navigation Bar, such as the elements presented in the Who We Help section, are
not actual pages, but sections within the same page. This should be shown as such in the Navigation
Bar, thus increasing the overall user experience.

Organize Sitemap

The Careers page is shown twice in the navigation bar, within the actual navigation bar and above it,
next to the login. However, this might create some confusion and it could be solved by implementing it
only within the About Us so that the user experience is more streamlined
Currently, the Culture page is more about the perks and benefits of being an employee at Andros, thus it
would be better to add this information within the Careers page to keep everything clearer
On the other hand, we could add an additional page where the history and the values of the company
are presented.

5

Andros Website evaluation

UX Design
Blog

It would be helpful to implement a filtering system to have a better overview of each article and to easily
access the ones the users might be more interested in reading about.

Homepage - Hero

The hero section on the homepage should be better designed so that users can have a quicker overview
of all the services offered by the company. This could be achieved by redesigning this section in such a
way where all the different categories are directly presented, avoiding the need for the users to click on
the “How can we help you?” section. This should also create more engagement because users can
instantly see what kind of services Andros offers.

Pages Length

The majority of the pages are considerably long and they require users to scroll a lot, which might end
up having a lower conversion rate and an overall lower rate of engagement. We advise adjusting the
amount of text shown so that it does not look overwhelming, in addition to redesigning some of the
pages’ sections in a different way so that they do not take up as much space.

5

Andros Website evaluation

UX Design
More Consistency

All the different pages featured in the website should have a more consistent style so that users know what
to expect when visiting them. 

In these examples, we can see a similar section, which, however, has been designed in three different ways.
Presenting something that users expect has been proven to be the ideal way of creating a sense of
familiarity, even when it is the first time a user lands on the website. This will also help to generate more
conversions and a higher sense of engagement.

5

Andros Website evaluation
Copywriting

Messaging
Text

The overall website features a lot of text that could be quite overwhelming to first-time users. This might
also generate a higher bounce rate and a lower engagement level
To solve the issue, we advise using smaller text fields that feature more keywords and a more graphical
approach overall.

Pop Up Messages

Currently, the popup message looks unfinished. It needs to show more text explaining the users the
advantages of subscribing to Andros’ newsletter.

5
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Website evaluation

UI Design

Andros Website evaluation

UI Design
Forms

The current forms need to be improved as, currently, some design elements do not meet the accessibility
standards, such as
Spacing within the forms should be improved to offer better readability
Mandatory fields should be shown as such.

CTAs & Buttons

Certain buttons should be redesigned based on accessibility standards. Currently, they are not very
visible and that could be an issue for visually impaired users.

Charts

There are different charts throughout the website representing the process the company adopts. We
should make these more visual and more informative as well. This will create better engagement and
they will be more interesting to the users.

5

Andros Website evaluation

UI Design
Look & Feel

The overall look & feel of the website could be improved by choosing brighter and bolder colours so that it
creates a more memorable experience. Currently, it is difficult to grasp the true company’s values and
identity through the UI adopted.

5

Andros Website evaluation
Development

Animations
More Fluid Animations

The animations that are implemented in some areas of the website look a bit outdated and it would be
beneficial to change them up a bit so that they do not clash with the modern style adopted on the
website.

5
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6.3

Website evaluation

Look and Feel

Andros Website evaluation

Imagery
Imagery Needs to be improved

The imagery style that has currently been decided to adopt lacks several requirements that could
exponentially improve the company’s identity and the overall engagement with the website
First of all, it is advised to choose a certain type of imagery that could create empathy within the users.
Usually, this is achieved by adopting a more photographic approach, featuring real-life people in reallife scenarios. In this way, users tend to empathize better because they can be related to them
Secondly, we advise improving the Hero section on the homepage so that the messaging can be more
effective. This means that by featuring an image that could create empathy and give a sort of
presentation to what the company does, we could provide a more complete experience as soon as users
land on the website
Lastly, we encourage using imagery that shows efficiently what Andros is all about. The website features
a lot of text. An additional way to solve this issue is to use images to express the same message we
would have expressed using words, using another communicational approach

5

Andros Website evaluation
Development

Animations
More Fluid Animations

The animations that are implemented in some areas of the website look a bit outdated and it would be
beneficial to change them up a bit so that they do not clash with the modern style adopted on the
website.

5
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Website evaluation

Code

Andros Website evaluation

Code
Site Speed

GTmetrix Grade: B (Performance: 88% / Structure: 89%
Overall site speed score is above average with a a high score but there is still room for improvement.
This grade reflects the overall webpage experience as it accounts for, both, front-end structure, as well
as, the actual performance experienced by the user
Site is hosted with WPEngine.com and is a cloud based plan that adjust atomatically to any storage /
bandwidth needs depending on traffic and demand.

Platform Integrity

andros.co is currently built in WordPress. A platform that powers nearly one-third of the world’s
websites, including complex sites of major corporations such as Sony, Time Inc., the New York Post, and
NBC.
It is currently integrated with Hubspot, a leading marketing/crm platform that expands the capabilities
of the siste itself
It is currenly up to date with the lastest tehcnology: WP, PHP and JS version.

Ease of flexibility

Wordpress allows for felxibility, adaptability and logevity for any future efforts. As well ass access to
ready made plug-ins and fucntionalities that save on development time/costs.

5
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HotJar Evaluation
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H o t J a r E v a l u at i o n

7.1

Homepage

Andros HotJar Evaluation

Homepage Interactions

In this HotJar evaluation, we have highlighted several points that will need to be taken into account for a full
evaluation.

Contact Us

Users seem interested in reaching out to andros, as the “Contact Us” section is used considerably.

Login

The majority of the users interacting with the homepage, click on the “Login” button, which means that,
most likely, are not only returned users but that are either part of the Board of Directors or Investors
portal
For this reason, we should ensure they have the best login experience by streamlining its process and
giving more importance to the button itself.

Careers

Many users seem to be interested in the “Careers” section, even though it is not part of the main
navigation bar, thus it is a bit less visible than the other pages
For this reason, we could entertain the idea of redesigning the navigation bar in such a way we have this
section and the login option, as part of the main pages.

More information on “Data” section

From this report, it seems like users were interested in receiving more information about andros’ data
and how it works
We could think of either implementing a “Learn More” CTA in each one of those sections or revising the
copy by adding more information about it.

5
Contact Us
4.34%
Careers
2.34%

Login
15.81%
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Homepage Interactions

In this HotJar evaluation, we have highlighted several points that will need to be taken into account for a full
evaluation.

Credentialing

Credentialing is another category in which the users seem to be interested in receiving more
information.

Health Plans & Telehealth

Credentialing
1.05%

The “Who We Help” section talks about the different industries andros usually work with. For this reason,
we can assume that the majority of the users interacting with the homepage are part of the healthcare
industry, as the “Health Plans” and “Telehealth” are the most clicked.

Health Related
1.00%
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Homepage Scroll

In this HotJar screen, we can see how much of the actual homepage is scrolled through by users. In this way,
we can make better decisions when it comes to positioning CTAs and other important elements.

Overview

Currently, it seems that only 54% of the users reach the average fold. Usually, the majority of the users
(between 75% and 98%) reach it, this means that they either go directly to another page - as we have
seen with the Login flow - or they only see the hero section of the website and then they decide to leave
the website almost immediately
We see a similar pattern in users that reach the halfway point. This is the point where we lose 50% of the
users, however, it doesn’t correspond with the halfway point of the page. In fact, it appears to be even
before the “What We Do” section, meaning that users do not have the chance of seeing what andros is
truly about.

Improve Engagement

To solve the aforementioned issues, we should think of redesigning the homepage in such a way that it
offers more engagement to the users
We can achieve that by presenting more useful <and on-point information about the different services
offered and by making the most out of the space we have, in order to design every single component in
a smarter and more efficient way.

First Section
Reached by 75% of the users
Average Fold
Reached by 54% of the users

Halfway Point
50% of the users stop scrolling here

Bottom of the Page
It is reached by only 22% of the users

Andros Jungleguide
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Credentialing
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Credentialing Interactions

In this HotJar evaluation, we have highlighted several points that will need to be taken into account for a full
evaluation.

Contact Us
2.16%

Contact Us & Login

On this page, we can notice the same pattern as on the homepage: users who are returning on the
website go directly to the Login screen while others go to the “Contact Us” page
As stated in the other slide, we could highlight these sections more by redesigning the navigation bar
accordingly.
API Info
5.40%

API Details

Many users are interested in receiving more information on the API andros uses, and it shows that the
placement of this CTA is correct and it creates engagement.

Application Process

The current design of the application process is quite misleading and this can be seen in the way the
users interact with it. In fact, a good portion of them tries to click on the number instead of “Next Step”
To improve the usability of this section, we need to redesign it in a way that is more intuitive and users
are instantly able to go from one step to another.

Step 2
7.91%

Next Step
10.07%

Login
1.44%
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Credentialing Scroll

In this HotJar screen, we can see how much of the actual homepage is scrolled through by users. In this way,
we can make better decisions when it comes to positioning CTAs and other important elements.s

Overview

First Section
Reached by 75% of the users

This page definitely offer a higher rate of engagement than the homepage, in fact the average fold is
reached by 71% of the users, instead of 54% on the homepage

Halfway Point
50% of the users stop scrolling here

Bottom of the Page
It is reached by 33% of the users

Average Fold
Reached by 71% of the users

Andros Jungleguide
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What We Do Interactions

In this HotJar evaluation, we have highlighted several points that will need to be taken into account for a full
evaluation.

Homepage
4.43%

Contact Us
3.16%

Contact Us & Homepage

On this page, we can notice that the majority of the users are either interacting with the “Contact Us”
button, which is a positive thing since it means that they are ready to contact andros to get more
information, or they are heading on the homepage. The latter is not ideal, because it might mean that
they did not find the information they were looking for on the current page.

Networks Details

The CTA related to the request for more information of the networks provides the most engagement out
of three CTAs, however, it does not reach the ideal threshold.

More Info
3.16%
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What We Do Scroll

In this HotJar screen, we can see how much of the actual homepage is scrolled through by users. In this way,
we can make better decisions when it comes to positioning CTAs and other important elements.

Overview

The overall scroll on this page is quite satisfactory. In fact, we can see that at least 50% of the users
reach the form, however, only 30% of them scroll through the form and potentially fill it in.

First Section
Reached by 75% of the users

Halfway Point
50% of the users stop scrolling here

Bottom of the Page
It is reached by 30% of the users

Average Fold
Reached by 68% of the users

Andros Jungleguide
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About Us Interactions

In this HotJar evaluation, we have highlighted several points that will need to be taken into account for a full
evaluation.

Contact Us

Contact Us
3.16%

The interest in the “Contact Us” page is considerably high on this page as well and it is consistent
throughout the website.

Careers Page

2.37% of the users visiting this page are interested in visiting the Careers page after reading about
andros’ culture, which is positive, however we could boost that percentage by offering more engaging
content related to the values as well.

Careers Page
2.37%
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About Us Interactions

In this HotJar evaluation, we have highlighted several points that will need to be taken into account for a full
evaluation.

Employees Bio

Almost 10% of the users are interested in reading the bio of andros employees and they are especially
interested in reading about its CEO
We should be considering keeping the bio when redesigning this page as they provide the majority of
the engagement on this page.

Careers Page

The percentage of users who click on the “Careers” CTA present at the bottom of the page is higher than
the one registered on the same CTA placed halfway through the page. This means that users are indeed
convinced by the content placed above the CTA to take action, which is ideal.

Read Bio
9.88%

Careers Page
3.28%
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What We Do Scroll

In this HotJar screen, we can see how much of the actual homepage is scrolled through by users. In this way,
we can make better decisions when it comes to positioning CTAs and other important elements.

Overview

The engagement provided by this page is relatively high as the halfway point reached by 50% of the
users is almost at the bottom of the page. This is ideal and it means that its structure works and
generate the right amount of engagement amongst the users.

Average Fold
Reached by 89% of the users

First Section
Reached by 75% of the users

Halfway Point
50% of the users stop scrolling here
Bottom of the Page
It is reached by 30% of the users

Andros Jungleguide
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Careers Page Interactions

In this HotJar evaluation, we have highlighted several points that will need to be taken into account for a full
evaluation.

Apply Now

Around 22% of the users that land on this page is indeed interested in applying for an andros job.

Apply Now
22.78%

Culture Page

On the other hand, around 9% of the users still want to inquire about the culture at andros.

Culture Page
8.86%
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Careers Page Scroll

In this HotJar screen, we can see how much of the actual homepage is scrolled through by users. In this way,
we can make better decisions when it comes to positioning CTAs and other important elements.

Overview

This specific page offers a good rate of engagement which means that it is attracting the right target
audience i.e. users who are interested in applying to andros. However, only 30% of the users reach the
bottom of the page, which means that we could redesign it in a way that all the information is presented
in a more condensed way to take advantage of it.

Average Fold
Reached by 98% of the users

First Section
Reached by 75% of the users

Halfway Point
50% of the users stop scrolling here

Bottom of the Page
It is reached by 30% of the users
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CONCLUSION

Recommendations

Navigation Bar

Improve some elements’ design

The hotjar evaluation shed light on some patterns we were not aware of
and we now have a better understanding of users interact with the
website. The following is a list of recommendations based on what we
learn from this analysis.

The navigation bar could be redesigned in such a way
that the “Contact Us” section and Login are more
highlighted boosting their engagement even more.

Some of the elements’ design on the website are not
intuitive and that could cause some frustration to the users
who are then more likely to leave the website.

More Engaging Information

Credentialing Page

Some sections throughout the website could present more
engaging information as it seems that currently, users are
trying to require more information from certain sections.

This entire page needs to be redesigned as users are
confused which sections can be interacted with. A
redesign would offer a better user-experience

Improve Pages’ Structure
In order to improve the percentage of users who scroll
through the website, we need to improve its pages’
structure in such a way that information is displayed in a
more engaging and structured way.

Andros Jungleguide
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Low Hanging Fruit

Pg. #

Andros

Low Hanging Fruit Estimates

Category

Category

Category

UX Design

UI Design

Code

Action Items

Action Items

Action Items

01. Navigation Bar [3-6hrs]

01. Forms [4-6hrs]

01. Update Plugins [10-18hrs]

02. Organize Sitemap [4-6hrs]

02. CTAs & Buttons [3hrs]

02. Refresh CSS + Site Speed [6hrs]

03. Blog Section [2-4hrs]
04. Homepage - Hero Section [3-6hrs]

Andros Jungleguide
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Full Project Estimates

Andros Full Project Estimates

Complete Website Redesign

For andros, we conducted a general evaluation that highlighted good practices as well as areas that need
to be updated. Most importantly, we were able to understand the core needs of the target audience and
correlate them with the business objectives and overall value proposition.


Through in depth analysis we’ve identified key opportunities to improve overall site performance, simplify
workflows and clarify messaging for a more streamlined user experience.


By rebuilding the website from the ground up, we believe that we would greatly impact conversion rates
and significantly increase site speed and usability while maintaining a similar layout and preserving the
overall look and feel.

5

Andros Full Project Estimates

Our approach to User Experience
A user’s experience (UX) is everything that encompasses how a user feels when interacting with your product. In the digital world,
that includes websites, web applications, mobile applications, desktop software, and everything else that falls under the umbrella of
human-computer interaction.  
In layman’s terms, user experience is how a user interacts with and experiences your product. It includes the perception of aspects
such as utility, ease of use, and efficiency — whether good or bad.   
In order to help you attain your goals, we take an approach to the UX design process that is user-centric, meaning that we identify
the strengths and weaknesses of your current implementation in the context of how real humans will interact with it.


This may sound like common sense, but you’d be surprised at how many websites are designed to look nice without any real thought
given to the user. Design without research and empathy for the user is just design for the sake of design. Using research and UX
best practices, we review your existing website and improve the digital presence of your brand.

5

The value of user
experience
Our comprehensive process leaves no stone unturned and no
consideration unexplored

Andros Full Project Estimates
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User Experience
A user’s experience when interfacing with your site is the single most important aspect of whether they want to return. Their quest to
complete their goals during a visit must be effortless in order for them to feel satisfied with the experience. Our aim is to help
facilitate their journey with our rigorous UX design process.

Initial Evaluation

User Research & Analysis

Wireframes

High-Fidelity Mockups

Prototyping

User Testing

Andros Full Project Estimates
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Main Deliverables
User Experience
Initial Evaluation
 complete
User Research & Analysis
 complete
Wireframe
High-Fidelity Mockup
Prototypin
User Testing

Branding
Stylescape
Brand Guidelines

Website Development
Front-End Developmen
Back-End Development
 (Wordpress
Quality Assurance

Marketing Tools
Email Template Desig
PowerPoint Presentations

Homepag
What We D
Network Developmen
Credentialin
Network Approval Managemen
Operational Efficienc
Network Monitorin
Provider Porta
Medicare Direct Contracting (DCE
Who We Hel
Health Plan
State & Federal Government
Telehealt
Provider Organization
Collaborations

About U
Cultur
Career
Event
Resource
Blo
Case Studie
One Pager
Press Release
Video
Contact Us

Andros
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st ates

E
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Total Hours

364

Hourly Rate
Total Cost

555
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ITEM/Task

DESCRIPTION

HOUR RANGE
(LOW)

HOUR RANGE
(HIGH)

Initial Planning

Project management setup, requirement gathering, development intro, and coding guidelines, etc.

2

4

UX

Discovery and understanding of the services, analyze recent data and metrics on the performance of
the current site, conduct interviews with stakeholders, user journeys, product requirements, business
goals, pain points, and to understand the user flow and identify personas, create wireframes.

46

60

UI

Development of Desktop and Mobile High Fidelity mocks, optimizing conversion funnel to be easier to
enter, conduct user testing, creating a prototype.

81

132

Development

Coding in WordPress, code optimization, creating structures and styles, building of custom templates
for new page designs.

151

233

QA

Evaluate the site against the approved designs to make sure all content matches accordingly, review
the site in a variation of devices and browsers to guarantee that everything behaves and functions as
expected. test the site’s performance againsts metric tools to make sure the site falls under
acceptable standards.

32

55

eneral management process, organizing internal and external meetings, documenting processes
and pursuit of milestones.

52

7

$150
$54,600 $83,250

I m p o rta nt

Please keep in mind these are
estimates and are not meant to
be definite, but help us have an
idea of how long the project
would take and its cost

P o e t anagement,
meeting , et
r j c

M
s

c.

G

1
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Timeline
This is a tentative timeline which can be adjusted depending on scope and client needs. *Note: We would welcome the opportunity
to discuss in more detail with the andros team to see if a more condensed and aggressive timeline would be needed.

Initial Kickoff

UX

UI

Development

QA

Launch

S TA R T

S TA R T

S TA R T

S TA R T

S TA R T

S TA R T

June, 18th

June, 20th

June, 29th

July, 22nd

August, 20th

September, 2nd

C O M P L E T E

C O M P L E T E

C O M P L E T E

C O M P L E T E

C O M P L E T E

C O M P L E T E

June, 19th

June, 28th

July, 19th

August, 15th

August, 30th

September, 4th
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Conclusion

Andros Conclusion

Next Steps
We have been on an exciting journey together
evaluating all the different Andros properties
and we would be glad to help implement the
recommendations we are making.

5

Discuss Findings

01

Answer Potential Questions

02

Plan Implementation

Begin Implementing
Action Items

03
04

Evaluate & Monitor Results

05

Andros Conclusion
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Resources

Evaluation Documents

Unmoderated Testing Results

View Resources

View Resources

Survey Results

Recommendation Documents

View Resources

View Resources

Thank You!
For any follow-up questions please feel free to
contact your project manager or email
CreateApe at:
help@createape.com

